
Palladio™ Quick-Fit Range
The NEW Quick-Fit connection

in

Doors



Palladio™ Quick-Fit connection

The new quicker and easier door handle fitting for the Palladio™ range

Palladio™ Quick-Fit handles will transform the way 

fabricators supply door sets in the future.

Winkhaus have launched the new Quick-Fit connection 

system as standard on its popular lever lever handle 

range with the new option of fitting either the very popular 

Palladio™ or solid brass or chrome Mirage  levers.

The Quick-Fit connection delivers improved and easier 

handle fitting, reduced risk of damage to handles and 

finished door-sets during transportation and a consistently 

high performance over time. The handles are simply 

pushed together on to the square spindle in a matter 

of seconds with the backplate already fitted to the door 

sash. If a change of colour or design is required or the 

handle lever has been damaged the levers can be replaced 

very easily using the supplied release tool.

The levers and backplates are supplied separately in the 

same ‘tear off’ packaging so the fitting of levers can be left 

until the customer hand-over, if desired.  This means no 

protruding handle levers until the door is actually installed, 

so each door-set is less bulky to transport. This will provide 

significant extra capacity in every delivery load, cutting the 

carbon footprint of transportation and reducing the risk of 

handle damage.

The Quick-Fit connection enhances the outstanding  

characteristics of Palladio™ handles which will continue to 

offer performance assurances such as BS EN1906: 2002 

Grade 3 and the highest level Grade 4 corrosion resistance 

to EN1670 on all finishes.

Palladio™ Series handles feature 92mm centres and are 

suitable for door thickness 44 - 70mm.  Installation uses 

M5 machine screws which are colour matched for an 

aesthetically superior finish, and all handles have a 10 Year 

Operational Guarantee.

Features and benefits 

• Quick and easy snap-fitting of levers on site without 

need for tools.

• Easily removed with supplied tool.

• Levers fitted just prior to hand-over reducing risk of 

transport or trades damage.

• Allows doors to be transported without levers fitted 

maximising truck load capacity which in turn reduces 

transport costs and carbon footprint.

• The Quick-Fit design reduces the risk of sagging or 

loose levers.

• Choice of levers and pads with the option to mix and 

match finishes and backplates.

Silver or gold anodised or white powder coated backplates are available with matching Palladio™ lever 

Quick-Fit handle 

removal tool



If an external fixed pad is required, 

a standard (non Quick-Fit) Palladio™ 

handle set should be specified
F
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